(Labelled) transition systems are relatively common in theoretical computer science, chie y as vehicles for operational semantics. The rst part of this paper constructs a hierarchy of canonical transition systems and associated maps, aiming to give a strongly extensional theory of transition systems, where any t wo p o i n ts with equivalent behaviours are identi ed. The cornerstone of the development is a notion of convergence in arbitrary transition systems, generalising the idea of nite (n-step) approximations to a given point. In particular, our canonical transition systems are also uniform spaces.
1 Introduction (Labelled) transition systems are relatively common in theoretical computer science, chie y as vehicles for operational semantics. The rst part of this paper, which grew out of some work done by the second author in Rosc 82, 215{230] and more recently in Rosc 88a, Rosc 88b], constructs a hierarchy of canonical transition systems and associated maps, aiming to give a strongly extensional theory of transition systems, where any two points with equivalent behaviours are identi ed. The cornerstone of the development is a notion of convergence in arbitrary transition 1 The authors gratefully acknowledge that the work reported in this paper was supported by a grant from Hajrija & Boris Vukobrat and Copechim France S.A. (to R.S. Lazi c) and ONR grant N00014-87-G-0242 (to A.W. Roscoe).
systems, generalising the idea of nite (n-step) approximations to a g i v en point. In particular, our canonical transition systems are also uniform spaces.
The resulting hierarchy has very rich c o m binatorial (and topological) structure, and a lot of the rst part of the paper is devoted to its study. We also discuss xed points in this framework.
Aczel (among others) observed that this kind of study of transition systems is very closely connected to non-well-founded set theory. Based on Milner's work on operational semantics of Synchronous CCS, in Acz 88] he gave a quotient construction of a model of set theory with the Axiom of Foundation replaced by a n A n ti-Foundation Axiom (AFA).
In the second part of this paper, we show how to obtain a model of set theory with AFA from canonical transition systems constructed earlier. This gives the model a rich structure, which we then study further, building on the work in the rst part. We also give a few more abstract results, concerning consistency and independence in the presence of AFA.
Non-well-founded set theory has been worked on long before Acz 88]. In particular, AFA w as probably rst introduced as X 1 by Forti and Honsell in FH 83] , which investigates a number of axioms derived from a Free Construction Principle. In the subsequent papers (especially in FH 89] and FH 92]), they study structures which correspond to our canonical transition systems at regular cardinal heights (and for a singleton alphabet). They regard them primarily as quotients of a universe satisfying AFA. 
Transition systems, morphisms and bisimulations
We w ork within Z F C ; , i.e. Zermelo{Fraenkel set theory with the Axiom of Choice, but without the Axiom of Foundation. We drop the Axiom of Foundation, because we will sometimes want to adopt an axiom which c o n tradicts it as one of our basic axioms. We follow the usual use of proper classes, i.e. classes which are not sets. 2 We x a set + = f g of events, where 6 2 . 3 This will be an implicit parameter of almost everything we do from now o n .
De nition 1 A transition system is a class S together with a family of binary relations ;! on S indexed by + , such t h a t a S = fb 2 S j a ;! bg is a set for all a 2 S , 2 + . A transition system is small i its underlying class is a set.
If S is a transition system and S In the usual terminology of process algebras, is an internal (invisible) event. However, its purpose in this paper is merely to ensure that + is non-empty.
It is easily seen that any a p s m ust be a small transition system. Alternatively, that is equivalent to saying that F(a S ) = ( F(a)) S 0 for all a 2 S , 2 + .
The idea is that a point and its image under a morphism cannot be told apart by an experimentor who can only observe the passing of events (both internal and external). A closely linked notion is that of a binary relation which relates pairs of points with the same behaviours (in the same sense).
De nition 3 A binary relation R on a transition system S is a bisimulation i : aRb^a ;! a A maximum bisimulation exists on any transition system S. It is given by the union of all small bisimulations 5 on S, and it is an equivalence relation. If S is small, the maximum bisimulation on S is also given by the set of all pairs ha bi such that there is a morphism F with domain S with F(a) = F(b). De nition 4 A transition system S is strongly extensional i the maximum bisimulation on S is the identity relation (i.e. the diagonal) on S. 2 6 Lemma 1 (a) Given a transition system S, there exists a strongly extensional transition system e S (its quotient) and a unique surjective morphism F : S ! e S. In (a), if S is a proper class, the formalization becomes non-trivial if we w ant t o a void using a stronger choice principle, since we do not assume the Axiom of Foundation. For any e q u i v alence class C, w e need to consider the class of all aps's on well-founded sets which are isomorphic to Sa for a point a 2 C , and then take its subset consisting of all of its elements which h a ve minimal rank as the representation for C | see the proof of Lemma 2.17 in Acz 88]. Lemma 2 For a transition system S, t h e following are equivalent: (a) S is strongly extensional. These have sometimes been called`strong bisimulations', because they treat internal and external events in the same way.
5
A bisimulation is small i it is a set.
6
A transition system S is sometimes said to be`weakly extensional' i a = b whenever a S = b S for all For more results and examples about morphisms, the reader can look at pages 215{230 of Rosc 82] . It uses`.' instead of` ', and deals only with small transition systems, which it calls P,Q-spaces'. Lemma 1 for small transition systems is proved there. 3 The spaces of canonical approximations From now o n , , , , , , , and (and their variations) will always denote ordinals. will always be a limit ordinal. and will always be cardinals.
We also abbreviate`transition system' to simply`system' in the future. In this section and the next, we assume that all systems are small (i.e.`system' will mean`small system').
Given a point a in a system S, w e can think of all the sequences of transitions of length at most n that a can perform as determining an n-step approximation to a. We generalise this idea as follows.
De nition 5 Given a system S, we de ne the following maps on S by trans nite recursion We c a n n o w de ne the spaces of canonical approximations as the ranges of the H S maps.
De nition 6 For any > 0, let T = fH S (a) j a is a point in a system S g . We m a k e e a c h T into a system as follows: 2 T 1 has no transitions. a b 2 T +1 ) ( a b 2 T ) (a ;! b , 8 0 < < : h b i 2 a +1 ). 8 2 Example 1 Let S = fa n j n < ! g fa g be a system whose transitions are given by a n+1 ;! a n and a ;! a n for all n < ! . Then, for any non-zero m < ! , w e h a ve: Theorem 5 For any > 0, T is strongly extensional. 2
Suppose S T 0 is such that H S (a) = a for all 0 < < , a 2 S . Then trivially H S (a) = a for all a 2 S , a n d s o S T by De nition 6. We conclude that T is the largest subset of T 0 on which the maps H T for 0 < < agree with the canonical inverse limit maps on T 0 . Given any S T 0 , let (S) = fa 2 S j 0 < < ĥ b i 2 a +1 ) 9 b 2 a S :b = b g: Then is a monotonic map on the complete lattice hP(T 0 ) i, and we have the following result. 9 Theorem 6 T is the greatest xed point of . Proof We h a ve already seen in (ii) in the proof of Lemma 4 that T is a xed point o f . Suppose S T 0 is a xed point o f . Then it follows as in the limit case of the same proof that H S (a) = a for all a 2 S , and hence S T . 2
We n o w k n o w b y Knaster{Tarski Theorem that
Alternatively, a n y complete lattice with its order reversed is a complete partial order. Hence, if we de ne by trans nite recursion:
then the T form a decreasing chain of subsets of T 0 which becomes constant at some < jT 0 j + , 10 and we h a ve t h a t T = T .
The de nition of T we gave can in principle be replaced by either of these, which are in a sense \more direct".
We w i l l c o n tinue this kind of study of T 0 after we establish a few results of a di erent kind. From now on, we will usually omit the superscript in H S , provided that does not introduce ambiguity which i s n o t c o vered by Lemma 3.
Given a system S, the decreasing chain of sets U = fha bi 2 S S j H (a) = H (b)g for 0 < < forms a fundamental system of entourages of a uniformity U S on S. 11 In this way, for any , the maps H (0 < < ) give rise to a notion of convergence of points in an arbitrary system S.
Let V be the uniformity o n T 0 which is the inverse limit of the discrete uniformities on T (0 < < ). Then U T is the subspace uniformity o n T induced by V . For partial orders, we refer the reader to DPr 90]. Chapter 4 there concentrates on xed points. In particular, given any system S, the uniformity U S on it is an inverse image of the uniformity U e S on its strongly extensional quotient.
Suppose now that S is an arbitrary system, and let (R) = fha bi 2 S S j (a ; 
But it is easily seen that R ( ) = fha bi j H (a) = H (b)g for all > 0. Hence, if S is strongly extensional, we conclude that U S is Hausdor for large enough .
We n o w turn to the question of when are the maps H S : S ! T morphisms. Theorem 7 If H is a morphism on a system S and , then H is also a morphism on S. , then H is a morphism on T . Proof H is a morphism on T by Lemma 4 (a). 2 De nition 7 Given a system S, let i(S), the index of non-determinism of S, bethe smallest in nite regular cardinal which is strictly greater than ja S j for all a 2 S , 2 + . 2 Theorem 9 Suppose S is any system.
(a) H i(S) is a morphism on S. Whenever H is a morphism on S, it is easy to see that fha bi 2 S S j H (a) = H (b)g is a bisimulation. 12 Hence it is the maximum bisimulation on S, beinga xed point o f and so the eventual constant value of the R ( ) chain.
If H is a morphism on a strongly extensional system S, we know by Lemma 2 that H is injective o n S, a n d s o S is isomorphic to H (S) which is a subsystem of T . Also, the uniformity U S is isomorphic to the subspace uniformity on H (S) induced by U T . In this sense, the T are canonical systems, and the U T are canonical uniformities. Given an in nite regular cardinal , let T = fH S (a) j i(S) ^a 2 S g : Then T is a subsystem of T , i(T ) = and, given any system S with i(S) , there is a unique morphism from S into T . (The systems T are important t o the study of operational semantics because they are closed under naturally de ned CSP operators.) 12 The converse is not true in general | consider H1 on S = fa bg with transitions given by a ;! b and b ;! a.
One important case is that where j + j ! and = ! 1 (so that we allow only countable branching). Then, given a point a in a system S with i(S) ! 1 , w e h a ve that Sa is countable, and so H is a morphism on Sa for some countable . From now on, unless stated otherwise, we will assume that, for any , the uniformity o n T is U T , and the uniformity o n T 0 is V . If a 2 T 0 and 2 + , then a T 0 consists of all sequences in the inverse limit of the sets fb j h b i 2 a +1 g (with respect to the maps H T , for 0 < < ). If a 2 T , then a T is the set of all sequences from the same inverse limit which are also in T . Lemma 10 Suppose a is a point in a system S and 2 + . The`if' part of (iii) is trivial, and the`only if' part follows at once from (ii). Let t for ordinals bepoints such that the transitions of any t are given by t ;! t for all < . Then O = ft j < g is a system for any . Theorem 13 For any > 0, H is an injective morphism on O , but not a morphism on O +1 . 15 Proof It easily follows by trans nite inductions that every O is strongly extensional, and that, for any > 0, H is a morphism on O . We claim that:
(i) (H +1 (t +1 )) T +1 = H +1 (ft j < g f H (t )g) for any > 0.
(ii) (H (t )) T = fH (t ) j < g f H (t )g for any . We will then have that H (t ) can perform an in nite sequence of ;! transitions whenever !. Also, for any non-zero n < !, t n can perform n consecutive transitions, whereas any a 2 T n can performat most n ; 1. Hence we will have that no H for > 0 is a morphism on O +1 (observe t h a t n o t can perform in nitely many consecutive transitions). Therefore, it su ces to prove (i) and (ii). Now (i) is trivial, since we k n o w that H is a morphism on O .
For (ii), we rst prove De nition 9 We s a y t h a t a t r e e hW i 17 is a -special tree i :
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Note how this expression corresponds to ffdg fd egg, which is the standard Kuratowski's set-theoretic denition of an ordered pair hd ei.
17
A tree is a partial order hW i such that fy 2 W j y < x g is well-ordered by < for each x 2 W. For any x 2 W, w e w r i t e ht(x W) f o r type(hfy 2 W j y < x g < i). For any maximal chain C W, l e t h(C) ht(W) be such that C contains exactly one element o f Lev (W ) f o r < h (C), and no elements of Lev (W ) for h(C) < h t (W ). A path through W is a maximal chain C W with h(C) = ht(W).
It will sometimes be convenient to \relabel" the indices so that W = S 0< <ht(W) Lev (W ) and 8x 2 Lev (W ):ht(x W) = whenever 0 < < h t (W ).
If is regular, a -Aronszajn tree is a tree hW i such that ht(W) = , 8 < : jLev (W )j < , and there are no paths through W. Theorem 14 There are no -special trees i is !-like. 2
Given any , a $ K a = fX T j 9 :0 < < f b 2 T j b = a g Xg gives a 1{1 correspondence between points of T 0 and minimal Cauchy lters on T , such that K a converges i a 2 T , and in that case the limit point o f K a is a. Hence T 0 with the identity mapping from T into T 0 is a completion of T . In particular, T is complete i T = T 0 . Theorem 15 T is complete i there are no -special trees. 19 Proof For the`if' part, suppose T is not complete, and pick a 0 2 T 0 n T . By Theorem 6, a 0 2 T 0 n T 0 +1 for some 0 < jT 0 j + . Therefore, for some 0 < < and h 0 b i 2 a 0 +1 , there is no c 2 a 0 T 0 0 such t h a t b = c . If for some a 1 2 a 0 T 0 0 we h a ve b = a 1 , then there exists 1 < 0 such that a 1 2 T 1 n T 1 +1 , a n d w e proceed as with a 0 .
After nitely many steps, we will arrive at some a n 2 T n n T n+1 such that, for some non-zero < and h n b i 2 a n +1 , there is no c 2 a n For the`only if' part, suppose that hW i is a -special tree. Suppose also that u 2 T 0 and n < ! are such t h a t 0 < ^n n ) u 0 +n 2 T 0 0 +n . (We can take u = H (t ) and n = 2.) We x a mapping 7 ! : ! n f 0g associated to W such that 8 < : :(9 0 < : 9n:0 n < n ^ = 0 + n), 21 and then we x an injective mapping F with domain W such that
is weakly inaccessible i is a regular limit cardinal.
is strongly inaccessible i > ! , is a regular cardinal, and 2 < whenever < . (In particular, is then weakly inaccessible.)
is weakly compact i is strongly inaccessible and there are no -Aronszajn trees.
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This result is essentially established in FH 89]. We g i v e an alternative proof which p r o vides us with some additional information to be used later in the paper. ;! a nĥ n b i 2 a n +1 ) 9b 2 a n Proof For (a), observe rst that a 0 2 Q ^a 0 0 ;! a 1 ) a 1 2 Q , s o t h a t Q is a subsystem of T 0 . Then Q is a xed point of , and hence Q T by Theorem 6. If S T is a subsystem of T 0 , t h e n S is a xed point of since T is, and so S Q by the de nition of Q . for all non-zero < . The way we chose u and u ensures that b +5 and c +5 are disjoint whenever + 1 4 (for all < c f ( )). It is then not di cult to see that fd j < c f ( )g is closed in T 0 . Also, we h a ve that H T 0 (d ) = H (c 0 ) for all . By Theorem 11 (a), let e 2 T 0 besuch that e T 0 = fd j < c f ( )g and e T 0 = for all 2 . Then Lemma 10 (a) gives us that -The \disjointness" requirement in the method above m a y b e v ery hard to meet, especially when a point i n T reachable from c has a large (e.g. of cardinality j j) n umber of transitions labelled by the same action.
-When forming the \unions", we h a ve t o a void introducing new unwanted transitions (which could be either to a point i n T or to a point i n T 0 n T ).
-We h a ve to take c a r e of all of the !-many l e v els of c, and nd a way t o put together all the results to obtain c 0 .
Fixed points
In a variety of mathematical treatments of process algebras, the notions of non-destructiveness and constructiveness have been important in the study of xed points (which are used to model recursion). If we h a ve a family of restriction maps # n for n < ! on a set X so that: x # 0 = y # 0, (x # n) # m = x # (n \ m), and (8n < ! : x # n = y # n) ) x = y, then a function is said to benon-destructive i (f(x)) # n = ( f(x # n)) # n, and constructive i (f(x)) # n + 1 = ( f(x # n)) # n + 1 (for all x 2 X, n < ! ). If we de ne a metric d on X by d(x y) = inff2
;n j x # n = y # ng (which is usually complete), then the non-destructive maps are precisely the non-expanding maps, and the constructive maps are just the contraction maps (to which the Banach Fixed Point Theorem applies when the space is complete). We can generalise these ideas as follows. If R is a predicate on T , it is easy to see that R is continuous i X = fa 2 T j R(a)g is non-empty and H 0 (X ) is closed in T 0 for all 0 . Non-empty nite disjunctions preserve continuity, but arbitrary conjunctions (even consistent pairwise conjunctions) do not seem to. This is an interesting topic for future research.
De nition 10
Theorem 18 If f : T ! T is constructive with xed point a and R is a continuous predicate such that 8b 2 T :R(b) ) R(f(b)), then R(a) holds.
Proof 5 Transition to non-well-founded sets From now o n , we assume that = (so that + = f g), and we drop the assumption that all systems are small. We simplify some of the notation as follows:
A system is now a class S with a binary relation ! on S such that a S = fb 2 S j a ! bg is a set for all a 2 S . For any > 0, we now have H S +1 (a) = fH S (b) j a ! bg for all a 2 S, and so T +1 = P(T ). (This gives rise to the obvious changes in the de nitions of transitions on the T , and elsewhere | essentially, a n y h b i with 2 + is replaced by j u s t b.) For any system S, we can regard hS i 22 as a model for the language of set theory (the rst-order language with equality h a ving only the binary predicate symbol2). This observation provides the link between the study of transition systems and set theory. Hence any system \can be found" inside T uniquely. If we consider the systems T as having been de ned recursively, this means that the construction (which built the T 's from scratch) \reaches" every system without introducing any u n wanted garbage on the way.
De nition 14 A system S is full i , for any s e t X S , there exists a unique a 2 S such that a S = X. 2 Lemma 20 Any universal system is full. 2
The following is Rieger's Theorem | for a proof see either Rieg 57] Suppose we h a ve a point in a universal system S which is a small system \encoded" within S (e.g. in the way corresponding to how small systems are usually encoded as sets, that is as ordered pairs consisting of a set and a binary relation on it). That point then gives us a small system (encoded within our universe), whose underlying set is a subset of S, and then we h a ve a unique morphism from this small system into S (since S is universal). Finally, w e can encode that morphism back i n to S, so that it is represented by a point i n S. It Given a cardinal , let exp 0 ( ) = , exp +1 ( ) = 2 exp ( ) , and exp ( ) = S < exp ( ).
Then it follows that jT n j = exp n (0) for all n < ! , a n d t h a t jT j = exp +1 (0) for all ! (recall the remarks after Theorem 13).
If the R form the von Neumann hierarchy (so that R 0 = , R +1 = P(R ), and R = S < R ), then it is immediate that R T for all . But also jR j = exp (0) for all , so that in fact R n = T n if n < ! , a n d R T if !.
Letting = x2T \W F (rank(x) + 1 ) 25 we know that for all . Theorem 13 gives us that 8 : 2 T +1 n T , and so it seems plausible to conjecture that 8 : = . In fact, Forti and Proof (a) and (b) are obvious (observe that T +1 \ W F = P(T \ W F )). If we had > exp +1 (0) + = jT j + , we would have an x 2 T such that rank(x) = jT j + , so that jxj = jT j + , which w ould contradict the transitivity o f T . Hence it remains to prove the rst inequality i n (c).
First, we claim that:
(i) If 6 = ! and is not strongly inaccessible, then exp (0) is singular.
(ii) If = ! or is strongly inaccessible, then exp (0) = . 
Abstract results
If (x 1 ::: x n ) is a formula of the language of set theory and E is a binary relation on a class M, w e w r i t e (x 1 ::: x n ) M E for the relativization of (x 1 ::: x n ) t o hM Ei.
If N M, t h e n (x 1 ::: x n ) is absolute for N, M, E i 8x 1 ::: x n 2 N: (x 1 ::: x n ) N E\(N N) , (x 1 :::
. Also, (x 1 ::: x n ) is absolute for N i it is absolute for N, V , 2. A function F(x 1 ::: x n ) de ned by a formula F(x 1 ::: x n ) = x n+1 is absolute for N, M, E (N, respectively) i the formula F(x 1 ::: x n ) = x n+1 is. 27 Lemma 24 If (x 1 ::: x n ), F(x 1 : : : x n ) and G i (y 1 ::: y m ) for each 1 i n are a formula and functions (respectively) absolute for N, M, E, t h e n (G 1 (y 1 ::: y m ) ::: G n (y 1 ::: y m )) and F(G 1 (y 1 ::: y m ) ::: G n (y 1 ::: y m )) are a formula and a function (respectively) absolute for N, M, E. 2 + AFA) W F is a model of Z F C , the formulae a 2 T and a b 2 T a ! b are absolute for W F , and hV 3i and hT !i are isomorphic. Proof For (a), we w ork within Z F C , and rst show that hV 3i is strongly extensional. Suppose G is a morphism from hV 3i into a system hS !i, and suppose x y 2 V are such t h a t G(x) = G(y). Then is well-founded and set-like on S G (x), so we can recursively de ne a function G (fxg) ) is the unique morphism from htc(fxg) 3i into hT !i, so that F is a morphism on hV 3i, which must be injective by the strong extensionality of hV 3i. Suppose a 2 T is such that is well-founded on T a. Since is set-like on T a, we can recursively de ne a morphism G : hT a !i ! hV 3i as above. By Mostowski's Collapsing Theorem (observe that is extensional on T a), G : hT a !i ! hV G(a) 3i is an isomorphism. Hence F(G(a)) = a, so that F is a required isomorphism.
The rst two assertions in (b) are easy to see, and hV 3i and hT !i are isomorphic since Proof (a) is trivial.
For (b), suppose > !, is regular, and x 2 B . Letting y 0 = fxg and y n+1 = S y n for each n < ! , it follows inductively that 8n < ! : jy n j < , and so jtc(fxg)j = j S n<! y n j < . If = !, t h e n f0 f1 :::gg 2 B n H , and if is singular, then f j < c f ( )g 2 B n H , where h j < c f ( )i is a co nal sequence in .
The`if' part of (c) is immediate by Theorem 9. If is singular and h j < cf( )i is co nal in , then f j < c f ( )g 2 B n T (recall the proof of Theorem 13). Proof Since is strongly inaccessible, Lemma 26 (e) gives us that S < T = H , and so it follows as when working in Z F Cthat S < T is a model of Z F C ; ; P. 33 If x 2 T for some < , t h e n P(x) 2 T +2 , and hence P holds in S < T . Suppose hS !i 2 H is a small system, and let F be the unique morphism hS !i ! hV 3i. Then Lemma 28 (Z F C ; +AF A) f c Sa j a is a point in a small system hS !i 2 S < T g = H exp (0) . Proof The inclusion` ' is straightforward. Suppose x 2 H exp (0) . Then jT j jtc(fxg)j for some < . Pick S T with jSj = jtc(fxg)j, and let ! be such that hSa !i is isomorphic to htc(fxg) 3i for some a 2 S. It remains to observe t h a t hS !i 2 T +5 and that c Sa = x. (ii) If is in nite and regular, then H is a model of T h 2 i 9 : exp (!) < exp +1 (!). (iii) Suppose h j < i is strictly increasing, and let = S < . Suppose further that < exp (!) and that h j < i is absolute for H exp (!) . 36 Then H exp (!) is a model of T h 3 .
(iv) Suppose h j < i is strictly increasing, < = exp (0), and h j < i is absolute for S < T (where is as in (iii)). Then S < T is a model of T h 3 .
(To obtain a sequence as in (iv), we can start from some h 0 j < i with < 0 = S < 0 which is absolute for so that h S n<! n j < i will have the required properties. Observe also that we can take h! + n j n < ! i for h 0 j < i.) If is in nite and regular, we h a ve t h a t H is a model of Z F C ; ;I n f ;P +AF A (as before).
Hence H is a model of T h 2 i I n fholds and P fails in H , i.e. i > ! and 2 for some < , i.e. i neither = ! nor = e x p (!) for some , i.e. i 9 : exp (!) < exp +1 (!). Suppose h j < i and are as in (iii). Then = e x p (!) > ! and < ) 2 < , s o it follows as before that H is a model of Z F C ; ;Repl+AFA. Now 2 H and exp (!) 2 H for all < . Also, hexp (!) j < i is absolute for H by Lemma 24, and fexp (!) j < g 6 2 H . Hence Repl fails in H , so that H is a model of T h 3 . Suppose h j < i and are as in (iv). Then S < T = S < T is transitive and > ! is a limit ordinal, so it follows that S < T is a model of Z F C ; ; Repl. To show that AFA holds in S < T , it su ces by Lemma 28 to show that H = H exp (0) S < T , so suppose x 2 H . Then, since is a limit cardinal, we in fact have that x 2 H for some in nite < , and hence x 2 T S < T by Lemma 26 (d). It now remains, by considering the sequence h j < i, to observe as in the proof of (iii) that Repl fails in S < T . 2 34 I n fstands for the Axiom of In nity, and Repl for the Replacement S c heme. What we mean is that the function 7 ! is given by a formula (x y)(, (x < ^y = x)) which i s absolute for H exp (!) .
A lot of the results above suggest that, in Z FC ; +AF A, the smallest such that x T should be regarded as the rank of a set x (which is possibly non-well-founded). However, as Theorem 23 shows, this does not always coincide with rank(x) for x 2 W F . 37 x 1 = x 2 , proceeds by de ning recursively, for any P-names 1 2 2 M (which then represent well-founded labelled aps's), the set of all p 2 P such that p 1 = 2 . Given arbitrary P-names 1 2 2 T M , w e might attempt to take the maximum assignment (under the pointwise inclusion order) of a subset of P to every pair of P-names 1 2 2 T M such t h a t i represents a labelled sub-aps of i for i = 1 2, which satis es the`only if' part of the recursive de nition mentioned above. Alternatively, i t w ould be very pleasing if we could, instead of recursion on the structure of P-names 1 2 2 M, use recursion on the rank of P-names 1 2 2 T M suggested above.
